
 

 

 
 
 
 

Convertible top hydraulics 
 

The exchange cylinder service 
by RSC-Autotechnik 

 
 
We at RSC-Autotechnik have a lot of PASSION, and we especially like convertibles and roadsters. 
In vehicles with fully automatic operation of the fabric roof, outdoor fun is possible at the push of 
a button. However, heat and the consequences of years of use cause the seals in the built-in 
hydraulic cylinders to crack and become permeable - a problem that sooner or later affects all 
vehicles. With our repair services, we have developed practical solutions for the repair of your 
convertible top hydraulics that save resources and money: We rework leaky old cylinders! 
 
Each repair cylinder is professionally dismantled into its individual parts in our workshop, fitted 
with new seals / guide rings and reassembled. An extensive function and leak test is carried out 
prior to the return shipment. We give a three-year RSC tightness guarantee on hydraulic cylinders 
that we have overhauled.  
 
 
Exclusively for Mercedes convertibles and roadsters: our exchange service 
 
You can't find the opportunity to come to us in Wietmarschen personally with your vehicle? 
Regardless of whether you want to replace just one, several or all of the hydraulic cylinders 
installed in your Mercedes convertible or roadster at home or with the help of a workshop you 
trust: We have the practical solution with our exclusive exchange service, and it's very easy: 
 

1. Your order: You order the required exchange cylinder very conveniently and easily in the 
ONLINE SHOP of RSC-Autotechnik 

2. And from the post: Your exchange cylinders will be sent to the post on the day you order 
(by 3 p.m.) 

3. Volià - your parts: Now you can remove the defective cylinder and install the replacement 
cylinder in one direct step without delay 

4. Ready to go: open the top, drive off, have fun 

5. Get your deposit back: As soon as you have sent us your old cylinder, we will transfer the 
deposit to you immediately 

 



 

 

We offer our exchange service especially for the following roadsters and convertibles from 
Mercedes-Benz: 

• Mercedes SL R129 

• Mercedes A124 (W124 Convertible) 

• Mercedes W208 (CLK I Convertible) 

• Mercedes R170 (SLK I)   

• Mercedes R171 (SLK II) 

• Mercedes SL R230 

 

When shopping in our online shop, please add the required hydraulic cylinders and the 
corresponding deposit to the shopping cart! 

 

As soon as you have sent us your leaky old cylinder after the replacement cylinder has been 
installed, we will immediately reimburse the deposit you have paid by transferring it to your 
account. The hydraulic cylinder sent in must not have any mechanical damage (scratched piston 
rod, damage due to improper opening, etc.). Unfortunately, we cannot take back any exchange 
cylinders that are damaged during installation / removal; there is no entitlement to a refund of 
the purchase price and deposit. 

Please send us the old cylinder within three weeks of receiving the replacement cylinder. If the 
return is made later than within three weeks, we deduct 15 percent of the deposit amount as an 
inventory fee for each additional week or part thereof. 

 

Please send your old cylinder stating the order number to: 

RSC-Autotechnik 

Change-Service 
Nobelstraße 1 
D-49835 Wietmarschen-Lohne 
 

 

 


